
 

Honda Diagnostic System V.2.027. [TOP]

like the previous generation, the new honda ridgeline will have unique exterior and interior
styling, as well as power, handling and performance enhancements. for example, the new

ridgeline is equipped with all-new adaptive dampers. the segway gt2 model was designed to
test the repair methods used by automotive repair technicians in an effort to provide safe,

compliant, and well-trained technicians to the luxury-car repair market. honda’s technical staff
has spent a significant amount of time working with other oems to produce a vehicle that would

be a valuable training tool for their technicians. this is a very high-tech development for the
average repairer. the car has the same look as it does when it drives off the lot. it is equipped

with all of the potential problems the fleet service technician has on the daily job. the only
problem it has is repairing the technology. the beauty of this vehicle is that it has all the

potential problems that fleet service technicians deal with daily. repair facilities will have the
opportunity to preview the diagnostic reports using a mobile app. the system will allow the

repair technicians to evaluate the diagnostic information directly from their smartphones and
tablets. the technology uses wireless internet and is operating with a 64-bit windows 7 operating

system. the system will provide an end-to-end diagnostic solution that allows repair facility
personnel to get a 360 degree view of a vehicle’s interior and exterior. repair facilities will be

able to view the vehicle’s video footage, receive an in-depth breakdown of repairable and non-
repairable components of the vehicle, as well as view the repair history of the vehicle.
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